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Abstract— High Peak Average to Power Ratio (PAPR) is one of
the main drawback of the OFDM systems currently used in high
rate communication standards. One way to reduce PAPR consists
in clipping the amplitude of the OFDM signals introducing an
additional noise that degrades the system performances. This
paper presents in a first part, the EXIT Charts analysis of
an iterative reconstruction algorithm of the clipped samples in
coded OFDM systems called soft Turbo-DAR. This Algorithm
was recently presented in [1]. Moreover, after noticing that the
structure of the Turbo-DAR algorithm is very close to the BICM-
ID receiver, we propose a new algorithm called TD-BICM which
outperforms the soft Turbo-DAR for Eb/N0 > 5dB.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multicarrier modulations are good candidates for the emerg-
ing high rate transmission systems, either wired, wireless,
single or multi-users. Due to its high spectral efficiency and
of the easyness of Inter Symbol Interferences (ISI) mitiga-
tion, several standards have chosen OFDM modulation [2].
However, a well-known drawback of multicarrier modula-
tions is that transmitted signals exhibit a Gaussian-like time
domain pdf with large amplitude range. Consequently, the
signal distorsions caused by the inherently nonlinearities of
high power amplifiers produce both in-band and out-of band
noise. Classical solutions for distorsions mitigation are the
use of predistorder for inverting the HPA characteristic [3]
or the reduction of the Peak to Average Power Ratio either
by mapping transformation[4], redondancy increase [5] or
deliberate OFDM signal clipping [6] at the emitter. For this last
approach, we have recently introduced in [1] a new iterative
receiver called Turbo-DAR well suited for the mitigation of
severe clipping noise contrary to the classical DAR [7]. The
purpose of this paper is to provide an analysis of the Turbo-
DAR receiver behaviour using EXIT charts [8]. Thus, this
study gives some insights about the algorithm convergence,
mapping selection and potential Turbo-DAR improvements.
In particular, we show that gray mapping exhibits the best
performances among Mix and Modified set partitionning one.
Moreover, the shape of the EXIT Chart curves of the soft
turbo-DAR compounded with the BICM-OFDM structure of

our transmission scheme indicates that an extra performance
gain can be reached with no extra computational cost using an
iterative BICM symbol estimator [9] whithin the DAR loop.
This introduces a modified version of the soft Turbo-DAR
called Turbo-DAR BICM (TD-BICM).

This paper is organized as follow : The section II intro-
duces the emitter and the non-linear channel model used in
this study. The Turbo DAR algorithm in its soft version is
presented in Section III. The Soft turbo-DAR behaviour is
analysed for different symbols mapping using EXIT charts. Its
performances are illustrated for both the AWGN and the Slow
Time Varying Frequency Selective (STVFS) channel through
BER simulations. The section IV introduces the TD-BICM
algorithm and discusses of its performances via EXIT Charts
and BER curves. Again, differents mapping are investigated
and conclusions are drawn concerning the best one. Finally, the
section V concludes on the use of our approaches depending
on the implemented labelling.

II. EMITTER AND CHANNEL MODELS

As described on the figure 1, a binary sequence U is
encoded via a convolutional code to obtain a coded binary
sequence C. Then, U is mapped into QAM symbols x and
modulated using IFFT in an N -points output sequence such
as:

xm =
1√
N

N−1∑
k=0

Xk exp
2jπmk

N
, 0 ≤ m ≤ N − 1 (1)

where X = {Xk}N−1
k=0 is the transmitted symbol sequence and

N is the OFDM block size.
A guard interval is added to the X sequence as:

xG
k = x(k+N−G)N

, 0 ≤ k ≤ N + G − 1 (2)

where G is the length of guard interval (also called cyclic
prefix), and (k)N is the residue of k modulo N . Finally, the
clipping operation is implemented as a soft limiter (SL i.e.
with no AM-PM distorsion) applied on the time-sequence xG

as
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Fig. 1. Transmission system

xc
k =

{
xG

k |xG
k | ≤ A

A exp(arg xG
k ) |xG

k | > A
, 0 ≤ k ≤ N + G − 1

(3)
, where xc = {xc

k}N+G−1
k=0 is the clipped output sequence and

A is the clipping amplitude.
The Clipping Ratio (CR) is defined as

CR = 20 log
A

σx
dB (4)

where σx is the standard deviation of the xk. Throughout this
paper, we define Eb/N0 as the effectively mean transmitted
energy per information bit to channel noise power ratio be-
cause the transmitted signal is not clipped by the channel but
before the HPA. In our case, it means that Eb/N0 is

Eb

N0
=

Es.Ech

2R.σ2
b

(5)

, where R represents the global rate of the transmission
(including mapping and error correcting code). σ2

b is the
variance on the real and imaginary parts of the channel noise
and Ech =

∑
n |Hn|2 represents the channel energy. Es is the

mean energy sent through the channel per symbol. Assuming
that the OFDM signal has an i.i.d complex Gaussian pdf, then
Es depends on the clipping level A and the constellation power
Pc as Es = Pc

(
1 − exp (−A2

Pc
)
)

.
The samples xc are transmitted through the channel which

is supposed to be either AWGN or STVFS. Throughout the pa-
per, perfect carrier and timing synchronization of the receiver
are assumed. We only consider the amplitude limitation of the
Nyquist rate sampled signal so the peak regrowth problem is
not adressed here and only in-band noise is supposed to be
mitigated by our algorithms.

III. THE SOFT TURBO-DAR RECEIVER

The Turbo-DAR is a simple iterative receiver which allows
to mitigate the clipping noise in coded-OFDM signaling by
combining the iterative decoding of the channel code and a
Decision Aided Reconstruction procedure [7] in a turbo-like
way. Based on this approach, two turbo-DAR receivers were
introduced in [1]: a computationally efficient version of the
Turbo-DAR implementing a Viterbi decoder and a soft version

using a SISO decoder and a soft mapper. This later, called Soft
Turbo-DAR is more precisely studied in this paper. Its main
steps are described by the figure 2 and summarized hereafter
for a sake of completeness:

1) First, the signal is equalized and stored in memory as
X̃(0) = Z. In this paper, we used a MMSE equalizer.

2) The noisy symbols X̃(i) are soft demapped and desin-
terleaved as depicted in the figure 3 to provide the like-
lihoods of the noisy codeword bits λ(i) = P (C(i)|X̃(i)).

3) These likelihoods are used at the input of the SISO
decoder [10][11] to compute the extinsic probabilities
of the codeword bits κ

(i)
j = P (C(i)

n |λ(i)\λ(i)
j ) as well

as those of the information bits.
4) Thus, the extrinsic probabilities κ(i) = {κ(i)

j } are inter-
leaved, and mapped into soft-symbols evaluated using a
conditional mean estimator as

X̂(i)
n =

∑
s∈S

s

(log2 M−1)∏
k=0

P (πC
(i)
n,k = ak|κ(i)) (6)

, with s ⇀↽ {a0 · · · alog2 M−1} and S the symbols set.
Those soft symbols are converted back to time domain
using IFFT leading to x̂(i).

5) The detection of the clipped samples is performed in
time domain by comparing |x̂(i)| to A (defined in (3)
and supposed to be known):

x̃
(i+1)
k =

{
x̃

(0)
k |x̂(i)

k | ≤ A

x̂
(i)
k |x̂(i)

k | > A
(7)

6) the estimated symbols are converted to frequency do-
main by FFT. Go back to step 2 and increment the index
number i ← i + 1.

The final decision is taken after I iterations using κ(I) to
obtain the estimated information bits Û(I).

decoder
SISO

demapping
QAM soft κ(i)

π−1 π

Û(i)

X̃(i)

λ(i) = P (C(i)|X̃(i))

Fig. 3. Soft Turbo-DAR : soft symbol decoder principle

A. An Exit Chart analysis of the Soft turbo-DAR receiver

The Soft turbo-DAR receiver can be considered as the
concatenation of two SISO modules. The first one is the
BCJR decoder and the second one (called DAR loop in
the sequel) is constituted by the block which contains the
soft mapper and demapper as well as the decision, FFT and
IFFT components. Thus, as presented in [8], an asymptotic
convergence behaviour of our receiver can be obtained by the
analysis of the extrinsic informations exchanged between the
two blocks. By drawing the mutual information (MI) trans-
fert function between the informations bits and the extrinsic
probabilities for each SISO module, we build EXIT Charts
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Fig. 2. Soft turbo-DAR : principle

that accuratly describe the iterative behaviour of our receiver
assuming infinite interleavers length and i.i.d extrinsic llr. The
Exit Charts presented in this paper were computed under
the assumption of Gaussian consistent llrs at the input of
each block. The MI at the outputs of each SISO block are
evaluated by histograms. The figure 4 presents the Exit Charts
obtained using Gray Mapping, Mix Mapping and Modified Set
Partitionning mapping (MSP) introduced in [12]. Contrary to
Gray labelling for which neighboor symbols only differ by one
bit, the MSP labelling design moves away the labels differing
by one bit in the mapping space. The MIX mapping provides
a mixed design between these two opposite solutions.
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Fig. 4. Exit Charts of the Soft Turbo-DAR receiver over AWGN channel
with CR = 1dB , N = 64, Eb/N0 = 8dB . The curve in solid line
with circle corresponds to the Gray mapping, with stars to the MSP and with
triangle to the MIX mapping. Dashed lines present the trajectories effectively
observed when the soft turbo-DAR iterates.

From Fig. 4, it is clear that Gray mapping exhibits the best
iterative performances compared with other mappings. This
can easily be explained by the way we construct soft symbols
in the symbol mapper: the conditional mean estimator (eq.
6) produces high mean square error when used with MSP
labelling. However, whatever the mapping be, the MI at the
output of the DAR loop only increases when its input is greater
than .5 and never reaches 1. This is mostly due to the fact
that only clipped samples are modified by the DAR loop so
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Fig. 5. BER performances for the same parameters as in the figure 4.

the other noisy carriers are not processed even after many
iterations. The figure 5 confirms these conclusions: only the
Gray labelling presents an iterative behaviour which stops after
4 iterations.

B. Numerical results

In this part we evaluate the performances of the Soft
turbo-DAR algorithm by monte-carlo simulations and compare
our simulation results with other receiver configurations used
for clipping noise mitigation such as (i) the classical DAR
followed by an error correctinf code (ECC) and (ii) the hard
Turbo-DAR [1]. Moreover, we indicate the performances ob-
tained with the ECC without any clipping correction as well as
the BER which could be reached if no clipping occured (called
linear case). In all these simulations, we used 64 OFDM
carriers and 32 OFDM frames embeded in one ECC word.
We choose the 1/2 rate recursive systematic convolutional code
(1,5/7) for ECC and random interleavers.

1) AWGN channel:
The figure 6 illustrates the BER performances of the soft

turbo-DAR for the AWGN channel and CR = 1dB. After
4 iterations and for a BER = 10−3, the Soft turbo-DAR
performs 3.5dB better than the DAR+ECC approach and
whithin 1dB from the limit reached by the ECC in the linear
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Fig. 6. BER performances of the Soft turbo-DAR receiver at CR = 1dB
and N = 64 with a 16-QAM Gray mapping . The performances of the EEC
only is drawn in solid line with stars whereas the BER obtained by 4 iterations
of the DAR algorithm followed by a BCJR decoding is plotted in solid line
with circles.The solid line curve represents the code performances when no
clipping is used.

2) STVFS channel:
The figure 7 indicates the BER performances of the soft

turbo-DAR for the STVFS channel for CR = 1dB. For
these simulations we used a 12 taps delay line channel
with independent random complex coefficients distributed as
N (0, exp(−βni)) where ni is the tap delay of the ith channel
coefficient. A new channel realization was considered for each
OFDM frame so as to modelize a slow time varying channel.
β determines the spectral coherence and is fixed to 2.5 leading
to frequency fadings up to -20dB. Clearly in comparison with
the AWGN channel at BER = 10−3, all the performances
curves are shifted to the right by roughly 1dB whereas the
Soft turbo-DAR only looses 0.5dB
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Fig. 7. BER performances for the STVFS channel, parameters are the same
that those in fig. 6

IV. AN ITERATIVE BICM RECEIVER USING TURBO-DAR
PRINCIPLE

As previously mentioned, the main drawback of the soft
turbo-DAR is the weakness of the DAR loop which only

reconstructs clipped samples and consequently only acts on
clipping noise: so, the overall performances of our algorithm
strongly depends on the power of the ECC we use. Moreover,
it can be noticed that our transmission system (Fig. 1) relies on
a BICM approach so this section extends the Soft turbo-DAR
by including a BICM-ID receiver structure.

A. The TD-BICM receiver

The Turbo-DAR receiver is now modified so as to include
the BICM-ID [9] decoding block presented on the figure 8.
This modification improves the likelihoods of the soft demap-
per by taking into account the prior information delivered by
the BCJR decoder in the form of extrinsic information. In the
sequel, this receiver is called TD-BICM.

Soft Demapping SISO decoder

X̃(i)

ζ(i)

π−1 π

û(i)

P (C(i)) = 0.5

κ(i)

Fig. 8. BICM-ID receiver principle. ζ(i) represents the extrinsic information
delivered by the soft demapper at the ith iteration. κ(i) is the extrinsic
information issued from the SISO block. No prior information about the
codeword is available at the input of the SISO decoder so P (C(i)) = 0.5.
Moreover, the extrinsic information κ(0) is unavailable so an equally likely
assumption is made at the first iteration.

B. Convergence Analysis using Exit Charts

The BICM-ID algorithm is known to be useless when a
Gray mapping is applied whereas we have seen in the previous
section that this mapping provides the best performances when
used in the Soft turbo-DAR loop. That is why a first step
consists in studying the performances of the TD-BICM versus
the mapping. First of all and in comparison with the Soft
turbo-DAR (see on Fig. 4), the EXIT charts presented on
the figure 9 shows that the error corrections performed by
the BICM-ID based struture monotonically increase the MI at
the DAR loop output when the MI at the input of this loop
increases : as a result, the BICM-ID requests more iterations
until convergence. In the same way, it can be noticed that the
TD-BICM performs better that the Soft turbo-DAR with Gray
mapping at the convergence. Finally, in comparison whith
the BICM-ID algorithm, the EXIT Charts show that there
is almost no benefit from using MSP labelling in the TD-
BICM loop because of the inefficiency of the DAR loop with
this mapping. Althrough not presented, the Gray mapping
does not improve the performances with respect to the Soft
Turbo-DAR. However, the use of MIX labelling provides a
compromise between these two mappings: at low MI, the
convergence tunnel is broader than BICM-ID’s one with MSP
mapping whereas important clipping noise correction is done
at high MI. As a conclusion, TD-BICM with MIX mapping
outperforms the soft Turbo-DAR and the BICM-ID with MIX
mapping.
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Fig. 9. Exit Charts of Soft Turbo-DAR, TD-BICM and BICM-ID receivers
at Eb/N0 = 5.5dB and CR = 1dB (AWGN Channel).

C. Performances comparison

The previous conclusions are confirmed by the BER per-
formances presented on the figures 10 and 11. These simu-
lations were performed using the same parameters than for
the figures 6 and 7. As expected, the TD-BICM provides
similar performances than the BICM-ID when using the MSP
mapping. Moreover, at BER = 10−4, the TD-BICM with
Mix mapping provides an extra performance gain of 1dB and
a lowered error floor in comparison with the BICM-ID with
Mix labelling. Again, these behaviours are confirmed for the
STVFS channel (Fig. 11) with only a loss of approximatively
1dB for all methods compared to the AWGN case.
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Fig. 10. BER comparison on AWGN channel with 16-QAM, CR = 1dB ,
N = 64, 8 iterations .The performances of TD-BICM are drawn with triangles
(MIX mapping) and diamonds (MSP mapping). The performances of BICM-
ID receiver are shown in left triangles (MIX mapping) and circles (MSP
mapping). In stars, we have drawn the performances of the Soft Turbo-DAR
after 4 iterations using a Gray mapping. BICM-ID performances in the non
clipped case are provided in solid line and solid line with plus for comparison.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a convergence analysis of
two receivers operating on clipped samples issued from coded
OFDM emitters: the soft turbo-DAR convergence behavior
was studied using EXIT charts and we concluded that the
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Fig. 11. BER performances for the STVFS channel, the parameters of the
receiver are the same that those in fig. 10.

Gray labelling is well suited for clipping noise mitigation.
In the second step, we introduced a BICM-ID based receiver
called TD-BICM that reconstructs the clipped samples and
also increases the information on non clipped samples through
iterations. This algorithm was shown to outperform the Soft
turbo-DAR and more especially the BICM-ID when MIX
mapping is used. However, when using MSP labelling, we
observed no performance gain over the BICM-ID algorithm:
to our opinion, this is due to the mismatch between the
conditional mean estimator used for the soft mapping and the
MSP labelling as well as to the the weak exploitation of the
clipping information provided by the decision step of the DAR
loop. Our future works will focus on these last points.
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